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President Opens April, 07 meeting
Special points of interest:
• Is Mather aerospace the
largest club in the area?
• What’s new for you to do
this Year?
• Safety means digging deep
inside.
• Catach a glimpse of the new
products.
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On Thursday, April, 05,
2007 at 7:32 p.m. the
meeting was opened for
the purpose of doing
business. It was started
with the introduction of
new members and visiting guests. The Guests
were John Hulley and
Lee Busolo They were
visiting from the Red
Barons club and came
with the thanks for all
you Mather Members
for being open armed in
their time without a
sight. They also have
extended the same invitation to you for the
next year of fling at
their new sight at the
Sleep Train Ampatheather. It is free to all
Mather members you
will be required to have
a AMA card and sign

the rules form. If the
gate is locked you can
call ahead for one of the
board members to meet
you there.

tainer on sight for fire
extinguishers and first
aid box as the County
requires these Items be
on site.

Victor extended thanks
to Stan Hart and his
Sons For the new tables
and wind sock that were
given to our club. Thank
you Stan and all that
were involved we are
grateful.
Victor has secured
the flying sight
with a lease to the
Mather Aerospace
modelers as the
property users.
Also brought up
were the extension
of the pit area
with Petra mat
Victor at clean up day
and putting a con-

New members listing brings Mather to 181
The new members are still
coming in as the club
grows we need to remind
ourselves to extend our
hands in friendship.
The New Members This
Month.
Bill Fitajerald , Bill is a

modeler that had taken a
15 year break and has chosen our club to peruse his
flying again.
Randy Stewart is one of
our new flyers who has
visited us on prior occasions and has liked what
he saw and has decided to

join.
Last is George He has a
few planes in his hanger
and now would like to fly
them .lets welcome them
and help them grow in

the sport.
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Up coming events
Remember the up coming events we
have scheduled this year we need
all your support.

June 2&3 we are invited to Red
Barrens flying site for their open
house Bring your AMA.

The April work day
June 9&10 is the Mather Blue
thank you to all
Angels show our site will be closed
that attended this
this weekend as our area is a fly
time we rented a
zone for them help is needed for
bulldozer and
the show and you can volunteer
cleaned up the
we are also going to see if we can
trash area at the
have a booth to display planes so
end of the street
if interested polish then up.
and we ask if you
July 21 Model show and display at
see someone dumpSunrise Mall you will be able to
ing there make it
inter with planes early and we
your job to say no
would like people to stay to anto them you can
swer questions that may arise
make the differPlease let Rex
Dave
Teaching
the
plane
to
sit and stay
ence.

know your interest.
August 4th is the clubs open house
we are needing easy up canopies
and generators if you have them
and can loan them for the day we
need them. Also from 9:00 until 2:00
we need members to fill in for the
events and the cooking of the food
so if you can help please contact
Bud.

Safety for all “with” a touch of kindness
The safety issue at hand is not a
safety on at all not to say don’t fly
safe we all need to do that , But this
is rather a softer plea for , respect,
kindness, sharing of time and getting along. With all the styles incorporated into our club we have come
into a unique problem 3-D does not
mix with High Speed, Beginners do
not mix with any of them and sport
flyers want their turn. WOW what a

great thing to have! But what do we
There is only so many hours in a
do? Take turns and be respectful!
day and all have to share it without
Look at the people that are there
conflict. kindness is the answer
and remember 4
with respect for ALL
boxes is 4 flyers of
FLYING MEMthe same type of
BERS.
“IT’S NOT MY JOB TO GIVE
flying style, ability.
TIME FOR OTHERS TO FLY “
FLY FOR FUN AND
If you see a couple
HAVE FUN FLYsport planes out and
(SMALL CLUB THOUGHT) IF
ING
that is your cup of
tea go out and fly.

YOU WANT TIME GIVE TIME

New Products
We have a couple of new items one
is the new and GREAT motor
breakin stand designed and built by
Stan Hart and the Gang they are at
RC Country and are very well built
if you are looking for one check it
out you can not go wrong with one.
The Next is Rex is taking orders for

the Mather aerospace modelers
jackets if you are interested He will
not only put you on the list but will
model one for you

“NEW” Motor breakin stand
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DOWN FOR THE COUNT
The past couple of months has been
a hard one on the club members as
we all have heard Pete Blum lost
two planes at the Fresno meet and
then at home Stan lost his cub at
the hands of his son Joe, well Joe
not having the best of luck this
week had a hard landing in the dry
pond and hand some damage to the
Herman rocket fixable but still out
for a time and early that same day a
big stick went in along with Dean
losing one of his planes. Michele
had a hard landing with a dead
stick at the hands of full throttle
Carl But the heart breaker of the
month has to be the Crash of Dave's
50% in Las Vegas in the hands of
another. Heads hang and harts feel

for those losses but as Dave says
you can not make omelets without
breaking a few eggs. Sorry everyone

To Pete’s plane, Rest In Peace

Secretary Report
Mike reported there were 181
new members and some were
still owing some of their full
payment. For those that are
still owing please get caught
up as soon as possible . Mike
still has cards coming to all the
new members it is only part of
what Mike does for the club so

be patient and he will get the
cards to you . Also if you do attend the meetings he does
bring the cards there from time
to time so you are able to pick
them up there if you attend.

IF YOU ATTEND
THEY
WILL COME

Field Rules
All those who fly know
day. The boxes
there are rules we use
are to be used
daily to remain safe ,
when you are
the rules are there for
flying not to sit
all to be used not just
on but to stop
the ones you wish to
you
RULES INCLUDE SAFETY
use for that time and
from

being hit by planes on the
ground Even Dave was seen
standing in the box it was
tough but even Dave agrees
they are there for the safety
of all so brush up on the rules
and read them again

We would like to thank RC Country for the continued help

MATHER AEROSPACE MODELERS INC.

with our Raffle gifts your support is appreciate.

Club Mailing Address
MASM
10341 Folsom Blvd. # 197
Rancho Cordova, CA. 95670

Don’t forget your hobby stores.

Email: masm.inc@comcast.net

RC Country, Sacramento CA.
Gold Country hobbies true value hardware, El Dorado Hills,
CA

M.A.S.M. inc.

Down Town Hobbies, Auburn, CA

Your organization tag line here.

Airborne Hobbies, Sacramento,CA

We’re on the Web!
example.microsoft.com

DID YOU NOTICE
1. The new petra mat.
2. The new graded road.
3. The new fence .
4. The trash pile is ready for
pick up by the County.
5. The metal container for storage.
6. The mowed lawn and the
sprayed weeds.
7. The new tables.
8. The New wind sock.
9. The metal table for motor
break in by the pole.
10. The heli area cut and mowed?
All the are done by the same peo-

ple time after time we need to all
be involved with the club and the
work not just the
play.
Please remember
we will be having a open house
in August we
will need a clean
up then too. But
if you see trash
pick it up don’t
just drive by it ,it
is our area we
must keep it
clean to keep it.

TO ALL THAT DO THE WORK THIS BUD
IS FOR YOU

